Publishing local 5 star data.
• A Technical Companion to the DCLG ‘Code of Recommended
Practice for Local Authorities on Data Transparency

• A ‘sandbox’ for Open Public Services
• Collaborating via Profiles for Linked Data
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LeGSB’s aim
To promote eStandards for Efficiency,
Transformation, and Transparency of Local
Services
-

A Standard that supports all three, is particularly attractive
-

-

Standards that can be re-used across many …
-

-

Disciplines / Sectors – e.g. Welfare, Health, Justice
Information Uses – e.g. Interoperability, public open data, evidencing policy

Standards that local public services need …
-

-

Predominantly about data standards
… and in particular, Open Data Standards

As directed by our sponsors

Standards that build into an architecture
-

e.g. a data ecosystem

Code of recommended practice …

•

Publication should be in open and machine-readable formats. The recommended 5 step journey to a fully
open format is:
–
–
–
–
–

* Available on the web (whatever format) but with an open license
** As for one star plus available as machine-readable structured data (e.g. Excel instead of image scan of a table)
*** As for two star plus use a non-proprietary format (e.g. CSV and XML)
**** All the above plus use open standards from the World Wide Web Consortium (such as RDF and SPARQL) and
***** All the above plus link your data to other people’s data to provide context.

Publishing up to step 3

Publishing up to step 5

Why do we need this guide?
• Feedback from local authorities tells us that, while many wish to
publish data in a smarter, joined up way, that will benefit their
residents, they have not been able to find relevant material that
explains the practicalities of 5* data publishing.
• At LGA events across England in March 2013, LeGSB presented the
material in this guide to roomfuls of local authority practitioners, who
then fed back that they would value it being turned into a proper guide,
and were likely to take part in supporting web collaborations.

Get the guide
•

http://legsb.i-network.org.uk/resources/publishinglocal5stardata/

•

Explanations of Linked Data concepts and techniques

•

Examples of local authorities publishing 5* data
–
–
–

•

Step by step walk through of
–
–
–
–

•

Bristol City Council – Air Quality Data
Hampshire County Council – Land Use Projections
Devon County Council – Community Neighbourhood Budgeting

Modelling
Transformation into RDF
Querying
Building applications

Draws out ‘gaps’
–
–
–
–

which ‘concepts’ commonly recur in local public service data?
which properties/URI Sets/controlled vocabularies should we consistently use?
what existing linked data is already available that could be linked to?
what ‘core reference data’ is missing, which we will need to be able to make links in linked data?

Collaborating

Making local links
public

protect

• OPERATIONAL - Data about real people
and places, with real needs and
circumstances, using real services, i.e.
case work
• STATISTICAL - Aggregated operational
data – organised using common
classifications and segmentations
• ANALYTICAL - The conclusions drawn
from an analysis of statistical data

public
Wisdom from
Data
Wisdom - evaluated understanding.

The Future

Wisdom

Insight
The Past

Knowledge

Information

Insight ( or Understanding ) - appreciation of
"why"

• POLITICAL - The decisions taken to shape
services, e.g. budgets, strategies,
priorities, targets etc.

Knowledge - application of data and information;
answers "how" questions

Information - data that are processed to
be useful; provides answers to "who",
"what", "where", and "when" questions

Data – disconnected symbols with
no inferred meaning

Data
Service to Customers

protect

Business Improvement
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Joining it up?

Sand Box
• http://www.openpublicdata.com

Profiles?
•

To define how a dataset has used classes, properties, uri-sets etc, from many
ontologies/sources.

•

To invite others with similar data to use the same profile, and therefore find that their
data can be queried together.

•

To be able to register a dataset so that it can be discovered by its ‘Profile’.

•

To be able to ‘query’, and present a dataset ( or across many datasets ) by referring to
its ‘profile’

•

To be able to validate that a dataset does conform to a ‘profile’

•

To enable others to create a new profile by adapting an existing one.

•

To be able to create a register of good practice ‘patterns’ for commonly recurring data
structures, that can then be re-used.
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